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56 years of evolving thoughts !
...about the same rocks !





Potsdam !
2004 !



Buffalo !
2006 !



Cortland !
2007 !



Adirondacks !
2008 !



New Paltz !
2009 !



Clinton !
2012 !



Plattsburgh !
2015 !
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The Process!

Scan Roadlogs from Guidebook or obtain PDF !

Do Optical Character Recognition (OCR) !

Plot route on Google Earth !

Put Placemarks on route with results from OCR !

Adjust content, styles, etc., of kml file !

Clean up in Filemaker !

Upload kml file to Web and to Fusion Tables !





To order guidebooks, visit:
http://www.nysga.net/Guidebooks.html



3052 Placemarks!
159 Field Trips !
21 Guidebooks !



Complete instructions, 
useful for other Field 
Trip Guidebooks, can be 
found in GSA Special 
Paper 492: !
!
Google Earth and Virtual 
Visualizations in 
Geoscience Education and 
Research !
!
Whitmeyer, Bailey, 
DePaor and Ornduff, eds. !

2012 !





6523 Placemarks!
443 Field Trips !
40 Guidebooks !



Google 
Earth & 
Street 
View !
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The Progress!

Began with a goal of putting trips on GE !

OCR of road logs permits searching !

Google Fusion table permits filters and custom output !

But Fusion Tables are “Experimental” !

FileMaker database leads to secure future !

FileMaker Go permits use in the field !

Export capabilities: !

As kml or kmz files: !

Google Earth Mobile !

PDF Maps !

As csv files: !

Pocket Earth !
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Search for "Trilobite" !

113 !



PDF Maps on an iPad!
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Search for "Tourmaline" !

54 !



Pocket Earth on an iPad!



Pocket Earth on an iPad!



Search for "Pollution" !

6 !



Google Earth Mobile on an iPad!



Google Earth Mobile on an iPad!



6 years of work, so far: !
!

40 Guidebooks !

443 Trips !

6,523 Placemarks!

2,482 Stops !

4,041 Views !

(155,096 lines of code and data) !

!

!

!

!

...but, why? !
!



I believe that an important reason to study at 
AU is to live among a community of scholars. !
!
Teaching/Learning is becoming more and more 
standardized: Textbooks today come with Webwork, 
quizzes, assessment instruments, etc. Whether a 
course is online, on weekends, on ground at a 
community college to which one commutes, or on 
ground at AU, makes little difference if such 
books and ancillaries are used. !
!
So, why would someone choose to come to AU? !
!
AU has the advantage of being a residential 
college.  Living for four years with faculty who 
are passionate about their scholarly activity is 
an experience which cannot be replicated in 
other, non-residential, learning environments. !
!
This advantage is lost if we fail to give 
scholarship by our faculty the respect it 
deserves. !


